
Milestones linked to Reporting

Milestones
01 Jul-31 Dec 01 Jan-30 Jun

Total 01 Jul-30 

Jun 

Total # milestones (denominator)
0

# milestones completed (numerator)
0

% milestones completed 
#DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Description of key milestones linked to this contract. 

Business Community: How many newsletters did you distribute? 
35 35

Promotion: How many articles were in the Feilding Herald

(24 fortnightly page in Herald promoting Feilding & District) 19 19

How many social media posts did you make to promote Feilding and local businesses 
191 191

The following categories and milestones are associated with your reporting schedule and linked to your RBA reporting. The purpose of this tab is to report on specific milestone activity 

within the reporting period and provide brief updates relevant to the initiative / service focus. Where applicable, please include your stats and brief narrative only below. 

Please record any additional narrative in your RBA reporting tabs or Narrative tabs. You can also attach additional documentation and/or insert the documentation into this template. 

If you have any questions, please contact:Janine Hawthorn. 

Please provide details, (names and narrative) on the businesses After 5's you have engaged with?

Two BA5s were planned during period 1 July - 31 December 2021 however, were cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Narrative included in full report.

Business Support and Mentoring 

Please briefly describe your activities linked to Business Support and Mentoring 

Feilding and Districts Business Community 

Please briefly describe your activities linked to promoting Feilding and district businesses

Please provide details and updates linked to On-Track publication. 

4 editions of On-Track published per year via print and digital

Details and links included in full report

Please provide details including your stats on numbers and referrals to CEDA & Chamber of Commerce

The total number of referrals are not currently being collated. With the implementation of the CRM software in March 2022 we will be able to capture all referrals. We will ensure from 1 

April - 30 June 2022 these figures are collated and reported.
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How many of your visitor enquiries resulted in actual bookings in Feilding or Districts? 
241 241

How many issues have you facilitated? 6 6

Of the issues that have been facilitated, how many issues have been resolved and completed? 5 5

How many security concerns were recorded from after-hours CBD security rounds 60 60

2. Visitor Information Centre / Services

FDP provides destination marketing, visitor information services through the Information Centre. Please briefly describe your activities including your visitor stats

linked to your milestone reporting.

Visitor Enquiries: Please outline how many enquiries by type you received: National, international, local, phone, walk-in, email etc. Please insert document into here if applicable to your 

reporting.

All statistics included in full report. 

CBD Business Security Patrol Administration Service

Please briefly describe your activities linked to 

Please include additional narrative on your patrol statistics. 

Narrative and break down of incidents included in full report.

Additional Narrative: 

Narrative included in full report.

3. Business Community Physical Environment

FDP will facilitate opportunities for MDC to engage or subject matter experts to engage with CBD stakeholders on Feilding CBD Physical Environment. Please briefly

describe your activities linked to your milestone reporting.

Additional Narrative: 

35 newsletters to 25,652 recipients

19 pages in Feilding-Rangitīkei Herald over 6 month period. Increase in pages due to Celebrating Business.

191 Social Media posts on Facebook and Instagram for FDP and Feilding Farmers Market. Engagement = 21,690. Reach = 287,249.

Further narrative included in full report.

Please include additional narrative and list of engagements undertaken by CBD stakeholders. 

FDP provide support to MDC when topics arise. During the period 1 July - 31 December 2021 there were no issues that required the independent engagement of subject 

experts. Looking forward FDP are putting a renewed focus in this area and will report accordingly.

Narrative included in full report.
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How many saleyards tours have you held? 

6 6

Please provide details including number of visitor stats and ant feedback you have received. 

Narrative included in full report. Note - after the August – September lockdown a decision was made by the Saleyard collective that tours could not be held until the region 

moved to level one or the green traffic light setting once we moved to the protection framework.

FDP are in regular communication with the volunteers and Saleyards to ensure, when safe, these tours can resume.

Community Events

Please attach or insert your document linked to your reporting on public events and economic projects for Feilding and the Manawatu District. Please see details outlined 

below. 

List of events organised

List of events supported

List included in full report

Saleyard Tours

Please briefly describe your activities linked to your Community Saleyard Tours
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Celebrating Business 2021

Question 1 has 11 answers (Range) Avg rating: 8.3

“Regarding the process from being nominated to our
virtual event, how did you find the communication from
staff?”

Question 2 has 11 answers (Radio Buttons)

“Regarding the Virtual Event - Did you watch Celebrating
Business Virtual Award live? ”

Yes

7 (63.6%)

No

4 (36.4%)

Question 3 has 11 answers (Range) Avg rating: 6.8

“Regarding the Virtual Event - What did you think about
the content &amp; quality?”

All Responses Question 1: Regarding the process from being nominated to our virtual event, how did you �ind the communication from staff?Question 2: Regarding the Virtual Event - Did you watch Celebrating Business Virtual Award lQuestion 3: Regarding the Virtual Event - What did yQuestion 4
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Question 4 has 8 answers (Open Text)

“In regards to the Celebrating Business Categories, would
there be anything that you would like to see next time?”

Unknown contact said:

"Was there an outstanding employee category? Our staff are what makes our
businesses great. They deserve more recognition."

Unknown contact said:

"With regards to the video, it was a bit dry and people were talking in
monotone. Possibly have people who have a bit of character to present."

Unknown contact said:

"I realise this is a Feilding business promotion, but including a rural category
would be more inclusive for the district."

Unknown contact said:

"More categories, I ended up having to enter the closest category that could
possibly �it my business, as opposed to a category that I was perfect for. It
makes it di�icult to submit my entry when I myself don't believe i'm in the right
category! "

Unknown contact said:

"I think the categories were quite random but understand they were used to
include a wide range of businesses and celebrate their achievements. "

Unknown contact said:

"Thought the categories �itted well"

Unknown contact said:

"Most improved �irst time business operator. 
Runners up of each nominated category. 

"

Unknown contact said:

"What about those nominated voting for a business choice award (but not
themselves). Ie an award of peers?"
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Question 5 has 7 answers (Open Text)

“Any recommendations for next time?”

Unknown contact said:

"Depending on funding availability, short video clips of each nominated
business category would be visually more explanatory."

Unknown contact said:

"I wasn't aware of the virtual awards evening - I didn't see any comms about
this"

Unknown contact said:

"Categories - have a wider range?"

Unknown contact said:

"same as before"

Unknown contact said:

"No."

Unknown contact said:

"Peoples choice is a hard one - hard for someone like us (Nest Architectural
Design) a profoessional service company to compete with the likes of gyms
with young (technologically minded) and numerous clients/membership. "

Unknown contact said:

"No. All was very well organised. "

Question 6 has 11 answers (Radio Buttons)

“Where you part of the Celebrating Business On-Track
magazine”

Yes

11 (100.0%)

No

0 (0.0%)
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Question 7 has 11 answers (Range) Avg rating: 8.5

“Regarding the On-Track magazine - was the process easy
for you?”

Question 8 has 11 answers (Range) Avg rating: 9.0

“Regarding the magazine - how did you find the
communication with FDP staff?”

Question 9 has 11 answers (Radio Buttons)

“Regarding the On-Track Magazine - would you
recommend it to other businesses?”

Yes

10 (90.9%)

No

1 (9.1%)
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2021 Drive Thru Christmas

Question 1 has 12 answers (Range) Avg rating: 7.0

“Regarding the process leading up to the parade, what was
the communication from FDP like?”

Question 2 has 11 answers (Radio Buttons)

“Would you like to take part this Christmas? ”

Yes

9 (81.8%)

No

2 (18.2%)

Question 3 has 12 answers (Range) Avg rating: 6.9

“Did you &amp; your team feel a sense of pride being part
of the Feilding Drive Thru Christmas at Manfeild? ”

All Responses Question 1: Regarding the process leading up to the parade, what was the communication from FDP like?Question 2: Would you like to take part this Christmas?Question 3: Did you &amp; your team feel a sense oQuestion 4
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Question 4 has 9 answers (Open Text)

“Any recommendations for next time?”

Unknown contact said:

"Manfeild was an excellent venue. Sunday would have been better, but as
someone said, expecting kids and dancers to perform for �ive or six hours is
not realistic. Have the '�loats'/displays closer together, promote static creative
displays, similar to the Ellerslie Flower Show, show local clubs and businesses
(like Keep Feilding Beautiful, Garden Centres) how they could be a part of
something - promote colour and variety. 850 cars in two hours is pretty good,
but we have to be able to cater for 2000+ (There is the back track that isn't
used for racing, could we use this?)"

Unknown contact said:

"Including set up and the parade timings, we ended up there for 5 hours with
children. This was too long for them. Timings need to be reviewed. 

If you are to do a static display again I think that you need A LOT more �loats to
make it viable and bene�icial for all involved.  
"

Unknown contact said:

"It should have been cancelled, such little numbers of �loats. There were only 3
schools who had put alot of work in and only 1 school was recognised. With
such small numbers would have been nice to have said thankyou to all of us."

Unknown contact said:

"I found communication lacking in that I was the one asking questions. I heard
quite a b it of negative feedback from the community and I thought the space
could have been organised better. Lots of improvement from my point of view."

Question 5 has 7 answers (Open Text)

“Any other comments? ”

Unknown contact said:

"We feel that you ran an overall good parade, however the general overall
feeling were people were disappointed in what they were seeing. Which then
re�lects onto us. We also had a school group park directly opposite to us and
that meant they weren't looking at our display as the singing children
distracted from our business �loat.  

We know that you did your best given what happened, however we are unsure
if we would do this again for 2022. "

Unknown contact said:

"Alot of work, tra�ic pile up, cold went way over time. Never again"
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2021 Drive Thru Christmas (copy 1)

Question 1 has 18 answers (Range) Avg rating: 5.5

“Do you feel this event promoted a strong sense of
community?”

Question 2 has 18 answers (Range) Avg rating: 4.8

“Did you feel a sense of pride being watching the Feilding
Drive Thru Christmas at Manfeild?”

Question 3 has 18 answers (Radio Buttons)

“Do you believe the event had a positive influence on the
wider community?”

Yes

8 (44.4%)

No

10 (55.6%)

All Responses Question 1: Do you feel this event promoted a strong sense of community?Question 2: Did you feel a sense of pride being watching the Feilding Drive Thru Christmas atQuestion 3: Do you believe the event had a positive Question 4
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Question 4 has 16 answers (Open Text)

“What was your highlight?”

Unknown contact said:

"The childrens smiling faces and the huge number of people that attended. "

Question 5 has 17 answers (Open Text)

“What would you like to see next time?”

Unknown contact said:

"It didn't work because there were hardly any displays and too many cars trying
to go through. And most of the displays were just businesses cars parked with
someone standing there in a santa hat. I loved the idea, and kudos for trying
something, but the fact that it wasn't well supported by local businesses and
community groups meant it was doomed to fail. Fingers crossed we can go
back to the usual parade and carnival this year! "

Unknown contact said:

"More displays and support from Police for tra�ic management. "
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